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T 
he 5th Plenary Session of the Parliamentary 

Assembly of the Mediterranean held in Ra-

bat, Morocco on 28-30 October 2010, has 

brought to an end another year of successes and 

achievements which further strengthened the role 

of PAM in the dynamics of parliamentary diplo-

macy at the regional and international level.  

 

As UN Secretary General H.E. Ban Ki-moon stated 
in his personal address to the opening ceremony, 
PAM shares with the United Nations, a common vi-
sion to promote dialogue, mutual understanding and 
peaceful coexistence in the Mediterranean region 
and beyond. Mr. Ban Ki-moon also conveyed his 
greetings to PAM for the attainment of the observer 
status to the United Nations General Assembly. 

 

The Plenary Session was attended by Speakers and 
parliamentarians from the region, as well as repre-
sentatives of international organisations and civil 

society. The Morocco PAM Plenary represents an-
other success in its mission for peace, stability and 
security in the Mediterranean, contributing to further 
improve the dialogue between Israel and the Pales-
tinians, as well as serving as a platform where other 
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issues, such as the situation in the Balkans and Cy-
prus, could be debated by the actors themselves. For 
example, the President of the Parliament of Israel, 
H.E. Reuven Rivlin and Palestinian National Coun-
cil Vice-President, Hon. Tayser Qu’ba, had the op-
portunity, during the Plenary Session, to exchange 
views and delve into the reasoning behind their re-
spective positions, in an atmosphere which was un-
derscored by the open and democratic debate which 
characterises PAM’s working procedures.  

 

The 5th PAM Plenary Session has also marked the 
addition of Andorra to the list of PAM member par-
liaments, following a request to become the 26th 
Parliament to join the PAM. In Morocco, the As-
sembly has also adopted all the reports and resolu-
tions submitted by the three Standing Committees.  

 

Throughout the year, a number of rapporteurs, se-
lected among the parliamentarians of the national 
delegations, are engaged, with the support of the 
PAM Secretariat, in a process of research and com-
pilation of reports touching upon issues, such as the 
Middle East, Organised Crime, Terrorism, the Con-
stitutional Reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean, Cli-
mate Change, Water, Energy, Cultural and Reli-
gious Dialogue, Migrations and Gender and Equal-
ity.  

 

The Assembly also approved the Programme of Ac-
tivities for the next two years, including initiatives 
such as: the Meeting of the PAM National Parlia-
ments’ Secretaries General, to be hosted by France, 
the PAM-UN/OSCE Meeting on the Re-form proc-
ess in Bosnia Herzegovina to be hosted by Malta, 
Meetings of the STF to be held in Croatia, STF on 
the risks linked to oil exploration in  the Mediterra-
nean to be held in Rome, as well as the regular 
briefings with the diplomatic corps in Geneva, New 
York and Malta.  

(cont. p. 3) 

Hon. Mohammed Abu El Enein (Egypt). PAM President 2011-2012 
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PAM Panel on External Trade and Investments in the  
Mediterranean  

Economic integration, SMEs, Human Resources and Youth among topics raised during  
1st Operational Meeting in Naples, Italy 

 

T 
he First Operational Meeting of the PAM Panel on External Trade and Investments in the Mediter-
ranean has paved the way for closer collaboration between parliamentarians from PAM member 
states and the major economic and financial actors of the region.  

The two-day meeting was held in Naples, Italy on 12-13 November 2010 and was hosted by the Unione de-
gli Industriali di Napoli (Naples Association of Industrialists), under the patronage of the Italian Parlia-
ment. 
 
Welcoming speeches were delivered by Dr. Giovanni Lettieri, President of the Naples‟ Industrialists Union 
(Italy), Sen. Francesco Maria Amoruso, President of the PAM 2nd Standing Committee and PAM Vice President 
(Italy), Hon. Stefano Caldoro, President of the Campania Region (Italy), Dr. Sergio Piazzi, Secretary General of 
PAM and Dr. Giancarlo Lanna, President of Simest (Italy).  
 
Participating speakers and delegates stressed the need to work on new policies with a holistic approach in order 
to facilitate economic integration and trade. “The Mediterranean must not be seen as a single entity because there 
are enormous differences between the North and the South and between the Southern countries themselves. Dis-
tinct plans are needed.”, Cristina Coppola, Vice-President of Confindustria (Italian Association of Industrialists) 
said.  
 
Christos Alexakis,  Invest in Greece CEO, proposed to promote the INVESTINMED2 programme with the help 
of PAM and its Panel, in order to create sustainable, multilateral and long term development. “We need to create 
multilateral investment frameworks and move away from traditional bilateral exchange models”, Mr. Alexakis 
added.  
 
Within this wider perspective of the Mediterranean and the fact that in a couple of decades there will be 40 mil-
lion youths looking for work in the Mediterranean region, it was also proposed to create a Mediterranean net-
work for young people in the research sector. Dr. Sergio Piazzi, Secretary General of PAM, recalled that PAM 
had just co-organised with UNESCO, in Paris, the Inter-Parliamentary Forum of Science, Technology and Inno-
vation for the Mediterranean region (9-10 November), where visas for youths and projects aimed at preventing 
the brain-drain phenomenon, were discussed.  
 
With reference to the internationalisation of small companies, it was underlined that SMEs need to be informed 
and therefore, one of the Panel‟s responsibilities would be to disseminate knowledge. This could be done through 
a coordinated effort, where investors can find the information they require. This could be achieved with the de-
velopment of a knowledge database. “The setting up of a focal point at the parliamentary and industrialists level, 
could help to collect, circulate and exchange such information”, Dr. Piazzi suggested. 
 
The role of parliamentarians was highlighted by Ms. Teresa Ribeiro, Member of the Executive Board of AICEP 
(Portugal), who said that, with their support, together with agencies of the economic sector, public plans should 
be drawn in order to focus on all issues such as, norms, instruments, codes and standards. Governments, on the 
other hand, needed to remove formal and informal barriers to competition. Reforms are needed and must be sup-
ported through the strengthening of those institutions that regulate markets, and new forms of partnerships must 
be created within Governments with the involvement of the private sector.  
 
To this effect, Mrs. Virginia Cram-Martos, Director of the Trade and Timber Division of the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), announced that her organisation will co-organise with PAM a 
meeting in Geneva on trade facilitation, standardisation and assistance to SMEs.  Ms Philo Meli, Head External, 
Institutional Affairs and Trade Policy Unit of Malta Enterprise, proposed to hold in Malta a special PAM Busi-
ness Meeting where SMEs could strengthen their networking activities and discuss potential business opportuni-
ties.  

 

Mr. Olivier Cattaneo, Senior Trade Specialist of the World Bank reminded that there are also success stories in 
the South of the Mediterranean, which include tourism, telecommunications, transport and energy. However, 
private investments are low compared to other regions and export diversification is poor, adding that more mar-
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kets needed to be developed for SMEs.  
 
The French delegate, Sen. Camille de Rocca Serra, pro-
posed to take on board the French option for the creation 
of the Mediterranean Investment Bank and open its gov-
ernance to the South and to the Mediterranean economy.  
The MIB would operate as a subsidiary of the European 
Investment Bank (EIB) and would sustain investment and 
guarantee financing, providing, at the same time, techni-
cal assistance.  
 
Eng. Alessandro Ortis, from MEDREG, the Association 
of Mediterranean Regulators of Energy and Gas, focused 
on the Panel‟s future, saying that the PAM Panel will be 
a permanent body, functioning as a high-level think-
thank focusing on Mediterranean issues, promoting har-
monisation and creating tangible operative tools. It will 
also facilitate networking between actors and stake-
holders, public and private interests, independent experts 
and academics.  
 
The President of the Campania Region, Hon. Stefano 
Caldoro, supported by Dr. Giovanni Lettieri, President of 
the Naples‟ Industrialists Union (Italy), offered to host 
the Annual General Meeting of the PAM Panel as part of 
the Calendar of event of Naples, in order to sustain the 
Panel‟s momentum and also to provide Naples with an 
important window which will give the city its deserved 
place on the regional and international scene.  
 
In his closing comments,  newly elected PAM President, 
Hon. Mohammed Abu El Enein (Egypt), expressed his 
thanks to the PAM Secretariat and the Naples Industrial-
ists Union, for their efforts in organising the meeting.  
He promised his full support to the initiatives and ideas 
put forward during the discussions and underlined that in 
order to achieve prosperity and peace in the Mediterra-
nean, parliamentarians, together with all the other actors, 
have “to work together to transform the region into a gi-
ant economic entity able to achieve the dream of eco-
nomic prosperity for all the peoples of the Mediterranean 
region”.  
 
At the end of the meeting responsibilities for the different 
sectors were agreed upon.  
Financial Institutions will be coordinated by France and 

Studio Livolsi & Partners; Slovenia, Turkey and Italy 

will collaborate in the Industrialists‟ sector; Tourism will 
be under the leadership of Tunisia while Trade Facilita-

tion Measures will be coordinated by UNECE, the World 

Bank and Malta Enterprise. Portugal will concentrate on 
Water, Serbia on Education and Training, MEDREG on 

Energy and other Services Regulators. Innovation and 

Technology will be coordinated by the FIAT Group, 

while Egypt will work on Intergovernmental Cooperation 
Networks. The PAM Panel will be co-chaired by Ms. 

Teresa Ribeiro, Member of the Executive Board of 

AICEP (Portugal) and Hon. Ridha Bouargoub, PAM 
Rapporteur on External Trade (Tunisia)// 

(from p. 1) 

A new Bureau was also elected for the biennium 2011-
2012, with members being chosen by the two geo-
political groups for the North and the South of the Medi-
terranean.  Hon. Mohammed Abu El Enein from Egypt, 
was chosen as the new PAM President for 2011-2012. 
He takes over from Hon. Rudy Salles (France), whose 
leadership of PAM, during the last two years, was ap-
plauded by the Assembly’s parliamentarians.  Following 
the successful outcome of the Morocco Plenary Session, 
PAM has already moved on with its regional commit-
ments, with the next immediate appointments being; the 
PAM-UNESCO Inter-Parliamentary Forum of Science, 
Technology and Innovation for the Mediterranean Re-
gion, Paris 9-10 November 2010 and the First opera-
tional meeting of the PAM Panel on External Trade and 
Investments in the Mediterranean, Naples, Italy, 12-13 
November 2010// 

PAM BUREAU 2011-2012 

 

PAM President: 

Hon. Mohamed Abu El Enein (Egypt) 

PAM Vice-Presidents: 

France:  Sen. Bariza Khiari 

Israel:  Hon. Majallie Whbee 

Palestine: Hon. Tayseer Quba‟a 

Tunisia:  Hon. Houda Bizid Blaiech 

PAM Vice-Presidents and Presidents of Standing Commit-
tees:  

1st Standing Committee: Morocco -  H.E. Abdelwahad Radi 

2nd Standing Committee: Italy - Sen. Francesco Amoruso 

3rd Standing Committee:Turkey - Hon. Askin Asan 

Vice-Presidents of the Standing Committees : 

1st STC: Monaco - Hon. Fabrice Notari 

2nd STC: Jordan -  H.E. Abdel Hadi al-Majali   

3rd  STC: Lebanon - Hon. Edgar Maalouf 

Honorary members of the Bureau: 

H.E. Abdelwahad Radi (Morocco)- PAM President 2007-2008 

Hon. Rudy Salles (France)- PAM President 2009-2010 

PAM Roving Ambassador: 

Hon. Abdelkader Fedala (Algeria) 
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PAM FLAG FLIES OVER 

THE ISLA DEL REY IN 

SPAIN  
A SYMBOL OF DIALOGUE BETWEEN 

CIVILISATIONS 

 

On the occasion of the 5th PAM Plenary 

Session held in Morocco in October, the 

Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediter-

ranean presented the Annual PAM 

Award aimed at helping PAM national 

delegations identify those who have distin-

guished themselves in initiatives and activi-

ties, be they cultural, economic, social or 

academic, dedicated to the achievement of 

those principles and goals set by the PAM 

Assembly and which are common to all-

people of goodwill.  

The “Fundacion Hospital de la Isla del 

Rey” Port Mahon Minorque, from Spain,  

was chosen for its role as a model example 

of civil society activities, in the preserva-

tion and restoration, with its own resources, 

of a small island which is part of the collec-

tive heritage of the Mediterranean civilisa-

tions. After 2004, a group of volunteers 

decided to take up the restoration of an old 

English naval hospital. Built in 1711, it be-

longed, during the last 300 years, to 

France, the USA, Spain and continued to 

function until 1964, when it was abandoned 

to oblivion.// 

 

The full list of the 2010 Pam Awards is on 

page 8.// 

FRENCH SENATE TO HOST IN  

 PARIS PAM PARLIAMENTS’ 

 SECRETARIES GENERAL 
Preparations for the 2nd Meeting of the Secretaries General of 

Parliaments of States surrounding the Mediterranean have 

been recently discussed between the Secretary General of the 

French Senate, H.E. Alain Delcamp and Dr. Sergio Piazzi, Sec-

retary General of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediter-

ranean (PAM). The meeting will be held on 20th February 2011. 

Talks on the agenda of the meeting were held at the Luxembourg 

Palace in Paris, on the occasion of the PAM UNESCO Inter-

Parliamentary Forum of Science, Technology and Innovation for 

the Mediterranean region, held between 9 and 10 November, 2010. 

The 1st Meeting of the Secretaries General of PAM was held in 

Istanbul on the occasion of the IV Plenary Session hosted by the 

Turkish Parliament in October 2009. During that meeting, activi-

ties and ambitions, as well as best practices and lessons learned so 

far, had featured prominently. 

The objective of these meetings is to gather the  Secretaries Gen-

eral of all Parliaments of the Mediterranean States in order to fos-

ter further bilateral and multilateral parliamentary cooperation in 

the region and improve the understanding and sharing of the work 

achieved by PAM with the Parliaments of the region. Secretaries 

General of all Inter-parliamentary Organisations, with an interest 

in  Mediterranean affairs, will also be invited to attend the Paris 

meeting. 

H.E. Delcamp and Dr. Piazzi also discussed PAM‟s latest achieve-

ments and future initiatives in order to ensure the best possible co-

operation between the PAM Secretariat and the member parlia-

ments on issues that are included in PAM‟s calendar of activities 

for 2011// 
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Ambassadors key link  
between parliamentary  
and traditional diplomacy 
 
Ambassadors from the Parliamentary As-

sembly of the Mediterranean member states, 

diplomatic representations accredited to 

Malta and International Organisations, were 

hosted at the Headquarters of the Assembly 

in Malta, for the end of year briefing on 

PAM activities in 2010.  

During the briefing, Dr. Piazzi highlighted the 

most  critical issues that were tackled during 

2010, among which the PAM-UN International 

Meeting in support of the Israeli-Palestinian 

peace process, organized in Malta (12-13 Feb-

ruary 2010) and the establishment of the PAM 

Panel on External Trade and Investments in the 

Mediterranean, launched in Lisbon and became 

fully operational in Naples. 

 

Dr. Piazzi gave an overview of the close coop-

eration that has been strengthened with the 

United Nations System and with other Interna-

tional and Regional Organisations, with whom 

initiatives will be co-organised in the coming 

years.  

The PAM 5th Plenary Session held in Morocco 

in October, also featured prominently during 

the presentation. Details were given on the 

adoption by the Assembly of the Reports and 

Resolutions, prepared and agreed upon by the 3 

Standing Committees. Names of the Bureau mem-

bers for 2011-2012 were announced to the Ambassa-

dors. Dr. Piazzi also conveyed a message from Hon. 

El Enein, new PAM President, in which he under-

lined the strategic vision of his presidency, espe-

cially in terms of increasing the engagement of par-

liamentarians in support of the peace processes in the 

region.  

The Secretary General also gave a general outline of 

the programme that PAM has prepared for the 2011 

Calendar, which includes new topics of interest, such 

as, the Constitutional Reform in Bosnia Herzego-

vina, Maritime industrial accidents, Pollution, the 

Civilian application of nuclear energy 

and domestic violence, among others.  

 

In their interventions the participating 

Ambassadors, expressed their impres-

sions on the dynamic character of 

PAM and for the achievements and 

the recognitions it is receiving from 

the international community. The Am-

bassador of Libya in Malta, Dr.   

Saadun Suayeh, while reiterating the 

full support of his country to the As-

sembly, also informed PAM that his 

country would be pleased to host 

PAM activities in the future.  In his 

concluding remarks, Dr. Piazzi 

thanked all the diplomats present, and 

invited them to continue to support PAM‟s mission 

and vision, and to be the key intermediaries and the 

link between parliamentary and traditional diplo-

macy, in order to consolidate the synergies required 

between all stakeholders, to achieve further suc-

cesses for the benefit of  peace and stability in the 

region and globally// 

 

Participants 

 

Diplomatic representations accredited to Malta: 
Australia, Austria, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, 

Holy See, Italy, Israel, Ireland, Libya, Malta, Nether-

lands, Palestine, Spain, Tunisia, United Kingdom. 

Excused – Turkey, USA, Russia. 

International and Regional Organisations present 

in Malta: 

European Parliament, REMPEC, European Commis-

sion, IOI, EC-LAS Liaison Office.// 
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PAM and EC-League of Arab States Liaison Office  

promote synergies on issues of common concern 
 
The latest developments in the Israeli-Palestinian peace process were discussed during a meeting on 

21 October, 2010, between the Executive Director of the European Commission-League of Arab 

States Liaison Office in Malta, H.E. Mr. Talal Shubailat, and the Secretary General of the Parlia-

mentary Assembly of the Mediterranean, Dr. Sergio Piazzi. During the meeting, held at the PAM 

Headquarters in Malta, PAM Secretary General gave a general overview of PAM’s most recent ac-

tivities and listed the most important upcoming PAM events for 2011.  

 

H.E. Shubailat and Dr. Piazzi also agreed to hold 

regular consultations in order to strengthen the ex-

change of information and to cooperate on the ba-

sis of closer synergies between the respective pro-

jects and actions, aimed at further developing those 

sectors which will benefit the region.  

 

This will take place in the framework of the 

Memorandum of Understanding Agreement signed 

between PAM Secretary General and the League 

of Arab States Secretary General, H.E. Amr 

Moussa, on the occasion of the latter‟s visit to 

PAM Headquarters in October 2009// 

PAM at the 65th UN General Assembly 
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean, an Observer to the UN General Assembly, par-
ticipated to the 65th General Assembly held in New York. PAM was represented by  Vice-Presidents 
Senator Francesco Maria Amoruso (Italy), Senator Abdellatif Abdouh (Morocco) and the Secretary 
General, Dr. Sergio Piazzi. The PAM delegation joined Heads of States and/or Governments in the 
High-Level Summit on the Millennium Development Goals. 
  
During his mission in New York, the PAM Secretary General held a series of bilateral meetings, among 
others, with UN Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations, Ambassador Alain Le Roy, UN 
Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs, Mr. Oscar Fernandez Taranco, as well as with a number 
of Permanent Representatives of PAM member states to the UN in New York and PAM members Minis-
ters. 

Political, security, economic, social and environmental issues were discussed, as well as the coordination 
of further collaboration, in order to strengthen the active participation of PAM to the UN General Assem-
bly and to other global initiatives which could be of benefit to the region‟s countries and populations.   

The PAM delegation also actively contributed to the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) meeting in New 
York entitled „Mobilising  parliamentary support for 
MDG policies and plans‟.  On this occasion the IPU and 
the UN Millenium Campaign presented a new study on 
ways in which parliaments have been able to integrate 
the MDGs into their work. Since 2006 PAM has con-
stantly emphasised the role of national parliaments as 
leading institutions in the implementation of the MDGs 
in the Mediterranean region and is committed to continue 
to engage them in further debates and dialogues to ex-
change experiences and best practices and to translate 
into legislation the needs of the citizens they represent.// 
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PAM shares experiences at the WOMANIst International Conference.  

Over 3000 women from around the world gather in Istanbul.   
 

The “WOMANist. – International Istanbul Women’s Meeting”, organized by the Istanbul Re-

search Centre on Women (IKAM), on 5 – 6 November 2010, took place under the  high patron-

age of H.E. Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Prime Minister of Turkey, and Mrs. Esmine Erdogan.  

 

The event gathered a large number of renowned international experts, mayors, parliamentarians, judges, 

journalists as well as representatives from the CEDAW, UN Women, UNESCO, UNDP, UNFPA, and 

from women entrepreneurs‟ associations, media networks and a large number of NGOs. The conference 

tackled issues related to social justice and poverty, gender and the media, access to the labour market 

and equality at work. Topics, such as, how to engage men and 

boys to promote gender equality, how to end domestic vio-

lence, the progress made since the establishment of the CE-

DAW in 1979, as well as “women friendly cities”, were also 

discussed. 

 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean was proud 

to sponsor this event, which gathered over 3000 women from 

all over the world. Parliamentarians from the PAM member 

countries national delegations actively participated in the de-

bates where they highlighted the role of parliamentary diplo-

macy as a further bridge among cultures. PAM organized a 

parallel session to the event under the title, “How can MPs 

and women NGOs work better together?”.  The meeting was 

chaired by Hon. Askin Asan (Turkey), PAM Vice-President 

and President of the 3rd Standing Committee on inter-cultural 

dialogue and Human Rights, under which all gender issues fall. MPs and NGOs from the Mediterranean 

region addressed issues such as the introduction of quotas; the necessity of more balanced party lists; 

professional training; women‟s financial assets; the necessity for women who have broken the glass 

ceiling to serve as role models to others.   

 

Several parliamentarians shared their personal political life experience and both MPs and NGOs 

stressed the need to have proper consultation mechanisms in place in order to ensure that legislations 

accurately reflect women‟s needs and perspective. Mrs Céline Cervi, from the PAM Secretariat, called 

on all participants to share their knowledge and exper-

tise in areas such as, inter alia, legislation, campaigns 

and statistics. PAM will be undertaking a study on the 

topic of domestic violence under the leadership of Hon. 

Maria da Conceicao Perreira (Portugal).  

 

At the end of the proceedings several participants called 

for the initiative to be repeated and for women to make 

use of new technologies in order to stay connected and  

update each other on any developments taking place on 

gender equality issues// A facebook page was since then 

set up and is accessible on the following link “PAM, 

Women‟s Group”.  

Hon. Askin Asan (Turkey), Ms. Grace Attard (NCW - Malta), Ms. 

Celin Cervi (PAM Secretariat), Ms Doris Bingley  (NCW- Malta) 
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PAM   AWARD   2010   -  Excellence in the Mediterranean  

Palazzo Spinola, St. Julians Malta   -   www.apm.org.mt   -   info@apm.org.mt   -   Tel: (356) 2248 4218 

                                   Hon. Claudio Azzolini   

                  For his long career in politics and his dedication to dialogue in the Mediterranean region through the 
sterling work of the Fondazione Mediterraneo of Italy and also for his outstanding commitment to PAM, also in his 

capacity of honorary member. 

 

 

                                     Dr. Abdelhak Azzouzi 

                     Dr. Azzuozi is the President of the Interdisciplinary Center for Strategic and International Studies based 
in Morocco. He is being honoured for his commitment to promote intercultural dialogue in the Mediterranean and for 

his  continued support to PAM ideals, debates and initiatives.     

 

 

                                    H.E. Melih Gokcek    

                  Hon. Gokcek is the Mayor of the Greater Ankara Municipality. Submitted by the Turkish delegation, his 
nomination is being awarded for the unique efforts and initiatives to promote cooperation with Foundations and 

Institutions at local, regional and international level within the Mediterranean region.  

 

 

                                  Gen. Luis Alejandre Sintes     

                  President of the Hospital de la Isla del Rey, receives this award for the Foundation‟s role as a model 
example of civil society activities, in the preservation and restoration, with its own resources, of a small island 

which is part of the collective heritage of the Mediterranean civilisations. (more on page 4) 

 

 

                                Eng. Alessandro Ortis      

                President of the Italian Authority for Electricity and Gas, and former President of the Association of 
Mediterranean Regulators of Electricity and Gas (MEDREG). Under Mr Ortis‟ Presidency, MEDREG became an 

observer to PAM and a very active partner, allowing major debates on regional Energy issues within PAM. 

 

 

          

                         Prof. Ioannis Seimenis      

               From the Postgraduate Department on Political, Economical & International relations in the Mediterra-

nean, University of the Aegean, Rhodes, Greece. At the suggestion of the Greek National Parliamentary Delega-
tion, the PAM Prize 2010 is awarded for his achievements in academic and research activities related to coopera-

tion among Mediterranean countries. 

 

 

 

A special recognition for their personal involvement and of their respective governments, to assist and support the process 

initiated in early 2009 for the granting of the Observer Status to PAM at the UNGA in December the same year, was also 

awarded to H.E. Ambassador Gerard Araud, France, H.E. Ambassador Saviour F. Borg, Malta, Permanent Representa-

tives of their respective countries to the United Nations in New York, H.E. Dr. Ali Abdussalam Treiki, Libya, President 

of the Sixty-forth Session of the United Nations General Assembly and H.E. Ambassador Shehab Madi – Permanent Rep-

resentative of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in Geneva for his support in the organisation of the High-Level Meeting 

with PAM countries‟ Ambassadors resident in Geneva.  


